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Introduction

The advent of large datasets of molecular sequences has

greatly improved our understanding of placental mam-

mal phylogeny (e.g. Madsen et al., 2001; Murphy et al.,

2001; Springer et al., 2004; see Bininda-Emonds et al.,

2007). The new data have robustly resolved most of the

earliest divergences among placentals, and retrieved

several clades that until the mid-1990s were either

contentious (e.g. Paenungulata, Glires) or unexpected

(e.g. Afrotheria, Whippomorpha). Conversely, the

molecular data have largely upheld other long-accepted

morphological groupings, such as most mammalian

‘orders’ (e.g. Gregory, 1910; Simpson, 1945; McKenna,

1975; see Asher et al., 2009). Like many sources of

potential phylogenetic information, morphological data

such as osteology, soft anatomy, or dentition contain a

mixture of informative and misleading traits that are able

to resolve some clades but unable to retrieve others.

Morphological data are often misleading, although this

perception might be amplified by publication bias that

emphasizes cases where long-held morphological ideas

are overturned using molecular data (see Lee et al., 2004).

The general utility of morphological data for phylogenetic

reconstruction has been questioned (e.g. Hedges &

Maxson, 1996; Scotland et al., 2003) and defended (e.g.

Jenner, 2004; Wiens, 2004). This debate remains prom-

inent in mammal phylogeny. One early molecular study

(Graur, 1993, p. 142) discussed problems with morpho-

logical analysis in placental mammals and suggested the

field represented a ‘dead end’. Other studies have ques-

tioned the utility of dental characters, due to high

developmental correlation (e.g. Kangas et al., 2004), and

soft anatomy, due to ecological constraints (Jiang &

Takatsuki, 1999). A further study (Springer et al., 2007)

demonstrated that the osteological and morphological

signals deviated greatly from well-supported molecular

trees. That study used heuristic pseudoextinction (Asher

& Hofreiter, 2006) to evaluate the osteological signal: a

focal extant (living) taxon is artificially treated as extinct

(fossil) by exclusion of all of its molecular and soft

anatomical data. In many instances, the osteological data

alone failed to accurately resolve the affinities of the

‘pseudoextinct’ taxon. Furthermore, the morphological

data were demonstrated to be highly incongruent with

the molecular data, leading to the conclusion that the two

sources of data were ‘not readily miscible’ (Springer et al.,
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Abstract

The emerging molecular evolutionary tree for placental mammals differs

greatly from morphological trees, leading to repeated suggestions that

morphology is uninformative at this level. This view is here refuted

empirically, using an extensive morphological and molecular dataset totalling

17 431 characters. When analysed alone, morphology indeed is highly

misleading, contradicting nearly every clade in the preferred tree (obtained

from the molecular or the combined data). Widespread homoplasy overrides

historical signal. However, when added to the molecular data, morphology

surprisingly increases support for most clades in the preferred tree. The

homoplasy in the morphology is incongruent with all aspects of the molecular

signal, while the historical signal in the morphology is congruent with (and

amplifies) the historical signal in the molecular data. Thus, morphology

remains relevant in the genomic age, providing vital independent corrobora-

tion of the molecular tree of mammals.
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2007). These results led to the conclusion that morphol-

ogy was largely uninformative for higher-level placental

mammal phylogeny. The validity of this approach and

conclusions were subsequently discussed (Asher et al.,

2008; Springer et al., 2008).

None of the above studies, however, empirically

evaluated whether adding morphological data increases

or decreases clade support, or the overall contribution of

morphological or molecular data to the placental mam-

mal tree. Such an evaluation is best achieved in the

context of a combined analysis, due to the potential

interaction of datasets. It would also be appropriate given

that morphology is increasingly analysed in combination

with other (usually molecular) data. Importantly, theo-

retical expectations and empirical data have shown that

adding apparently incongruent datasets to a combined

analysis can still improve support and ⁄ or resolution of

the resultant trees (e.g. Kluge, 1989; Barrett et al., 1991;

Baker & DeSalle, 1997; Gatesy et al., 1999, 2003; Gatesy

& Arctander, 2000; Wahlberg et al., 2005; Lee, 2009).

Thus, although morphological data are often highly

incongruent with the molecular data (Graur, 1993;

Springer et al., 2007), it does not automatically follow

that morphology lacks phylogenetic utility. A recent

evaluation of a broad cross-section of datasets indicates

that adding morphology to molecular analyses generally

increases resolution, but not necessarily support (Wort-

ley & Scotland, 2006).

Using one of the most recent and extensive morpho-

logical datasets available for placental mammals (Asher,

2007), we here demonstrate that morphology contributes

strong positive phylogenetic signal, but only when

analysed in combination with molecular data. When

analysed in isolation, morphology contradicts nearly

every clade in the ‘preferred’ tree (retrieved by the

molecular data alone and by the combined morpholog-

ical and molecular data). However, when morphology is

combined with extensive molecular data, morphology

increases branch (Bremer) support for every clade in the

preferred tree. These results demonstrate the utility of

morphological data: not in spite of, but because of,

extensive molecular data. Furthermore, many of the

molecular datasets examined (e.g. mtDNA and several

nuclear loci) behave in a similar fashion, being highly

incongruent with the preferred tree when analysed in

isolation, but boosting support for most clades when

incorporated into a combined analysis. Finally, identifi-

cation of a latent signal in the morphology that is highly

congruent with the molecular data greatly increases

confidence in the molecular tree itself.

Methods

Data matrix

The matrix of Asher (2007) includes one of the most

comprehensive morphological datasets for placental

mammals, combined with indel data and a large molec-

ular alignment (Roca et al., 2004). That matrix was here

augmented with the addition of one new trait (Sánchez-

Villagra et al., 2007); unalignable regions identified pre-

viously (Roca et al., 2004; Asher, 2007) were also slightly

altered based on reading frame. These minor changes did

not influence the optimal trees retrieved, which were the

same as those in Asher (2007) when the same models

were employed. The number of alignable characters

(total, variable, parsimony informative) in each data

partition are as follows : morphology (197, 196, 189),

indels (221, 214, 74), mtRNA (1624, 717, 510), adora2

exon (330, 218, 177), adrb2 exon (833, 378, 281),

atp7a exon (690, 460, 343), bdnf exon (561, 236,

157), cnr1 exon (1002, 367, 284), edg1 exon (978, 440,

318), pnoc exon (315, 199, 151), rag1 exon (773, 340, 283),

rag2 exon (444, 255, 195), tyr exon (426, 252, 201), zfx

exon (204, 70, 55), vwf exon (1251, 907, 692), brca1

exon (2923, 2555, 2130), irbp exon (1176, 822, 634),

a2ab exon (1086, 646, 512), app intron (678, 404, 254),

bmi1 intron (340, 136, 60), crem intron (408, 258, 183)

and plcb4 intron (337, 281, 225).

Online Appendices S1–S3 contain the follow items

discussed below: the updated matrix in both PAUPPAUP*

(Appendix S1) and MrBayes (Appendix S2) formats with

annotations listing modifications, a sample nexus batch

command (Appendix S3) for calculating BSsep.

Parsimony analyses

Parsimony analyses were performed using PAUPPAUP* (Swof-

ford, 2002). The data were analysed with and without

fossil taxa, and with and without third codon positions.

Inclusion or exclusion of fossil taxa did not greatly

change relationships among extant (living) taxa (see the

Results section). However, the best trees with and

without third codon positions differed substantially (as

noted by Asher, 2007); hence all branch support analyses

were performed on both these topologies (hereafter

termed ‘All Data Tree’ and ‘Thirds Deleted Tree’) using

the appropriate datasets (all data or third codons deleted).

Branch supports and partitioned branch supports (PBS)

were found in PAUPPAUP* using commands modified from

TreeRot output (Sorenson & Franzosa, 2007). Most

searches employed 1000 random addition replicates with

no limit on maximum number of trees held; however,

searches with small datasets that returned huge numbers

of trees (i.e. short nuclear loci minus third positions)

were performed with 100 random addition replicates

each saving no more than 20 000 trees.

Branch support in combined analysis
Branch (=Bremer) support is the length difference

between the best trees with and without a clade (Bremer,

1988); large positive values mean data strongly support a

clade (best tree with clade is much shorter than best tree

without clade), large negative values mean the reverse.
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As this study is evaluating the influence of morphology

and fossils on inferred relationships among extant (living)

taxa, branch support was calculated for clades of extant

taxa on the ‘All Data’ and ‘Thirds Deleted’ trees. In

analyses without extinct (fossil) taxa, finding the lengths

of the best trees with and without a particular clade is

straightforward (using constraints and reverse constraints

in PAUPPAUP*). In analyses including extinct taxa, these same

constraints among extant taxa were enforced as back-

bone constraints, with extinct taxa allowed to ‘float’ and

thus influence tree searches and tree length calculations

(e.g. Wilkinson et al., 2000; Gatesy et al., 2003; Lee,

2009). Branch support analyses were performed for all

clades within the ingroup (Placentalia); supports were

not calculated for outgroup clades and for the ingroup

node, as morphological characters for these clades were

not explicitly sampled.

Partitioned branch support
Partitioned branch support (Baker & DeSalle, 1997) was

calculated for each data partition in the combined

analysis. PBS is the support a data partition contributes

to a focal clade in the context of a combined analysis: it

represents how strongly that data partition arbitrates

between the best trees (found for the combined data) with

and without a focal clade, and can either be positive

(improves support for the focal clade) or negative

(reduces support).

Five data partitions were initially implemented:

mtDNA, nuclear exon, nuclear intron, indels and mor-

phology. Although any partitioning scheme is inevitably

somewhat subjective, these data partitions are widely

recognized to differ in evolutionary dynamics and ⁄ or

nature of character states. Because the nuclear exon and

nuclear intron datasets contain multiple independently

segregating loci, further PBS analyses were performed

using individual loci as partitions. Four exons (adora3,

adrb2, atp7a and bdnf) and two introns (app, plcb4) had

sequences for all ingroup taxa and were thus analysed.

PBS was not calculated for the other nuclear loci due to

missing data, which causes artefacts in PBS analyis (zero

support for most clades). This could not be easily

ameliorated by reducing the data matrix to only taxa

with sequences for all loci, as this would have dramat-

ically reduced taxon sampling. The alternative solution of

using backbone constraints comprising only taxa with no

missing loci (e.g. Gatesy et al., 2003; Lee, 2009) was

impractical as the resultant ‘backbone’ would again be

very taxon-poor; in addition, two different backbone

constraints would need to have been simultaneously

enforced in analyses with fossil taxa (see above).

Branch support in separate analysis
The branch support (Bremer, 1988) for each of the above

data partitions for each clade, when each data partition was

analysed alone, was also calculated. BSsep is the support a

data partition contributes to a clade when analysed alone. It

represents how strongly a data partition arbitrates

between the best trees found for that data partition alone

with and without a clade, and can either be positive

(improves support for the clade) or negative (reduces

support for the clade).

Hidden branch support
Hidden branch support (HS: Gatesy et al., 1999) was

calculated for each of the above data partitions for each

clade. HS is the difference between PBS and BSsep – the

extra support a dataset contributes to a node, emerging in

the context of a combined analysis due to interaction

between datasets. A positive number indicates that a data

partition is more consistent with a clade in a combined

analysis than in a separate analysis: for example, it can

support the clade even more strongly (e.g. PBS = 10 vs.

BSsep = 4, HS = 6) or contradict it more weakly (e.g.

PBS = )3 vs. BSsep = )8, HS = 5).

Bootstrapping
Nonparametric bootstrapping (1000 replicates) was per-

formed with all (extant and extinct) taxa and all

(morphological and molecular) data partitions; analyses

were performed with and without third codons. Boot-

strap frequencies for each node in the relevant tree (‘All

Data tree’ and ‘Thirds deleted tree’) was then ascertained.

The analyses were repeated with the fossils deleted and

then with morphological characters deleted; these

reduced analyses revealed the effect of fossils and the

effect of morphology. Reduced consensus approaches

(Wilkinson et al., 2000) allowed direct comparison of

support for clades of extant (living) taxa, with and

without fossils. In the analyses with the full taxon set,

fossil taxa were included each bootstrap replicate (and

thus allowed to influence relationships among extant

taxa), the fossil taxa were subsequently deleted so that a

reduced consensus was constructed of extant taxa alone.

All PAUPPAUP* bootstrap trees were saved to a file (with tree

weights, so that each bootstrap replicate rather than each

tree was weighted equally); the tree file was then loaded

into PAUPPAUP* (with tree weights retained) and fossil taxa

deleted from the working data file, which automatically

prunes these taxa from the trees held in memory.

Model-based (Bayesian) analyses

The combined morphological and molecular data, and

the molecular data alone, were analysed in MrBayes

3.1.2 (Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003) using the follow-

ing partitions: mtDNA, nuclear exons codon1, nuclear

exons codon2, nuclear exons codon3, nuclear introns,

indels, morphology). Bayes factors (>> 100) supported

this partitioning scheme over simpler tested schemes (e.g.

nuclear exons not split into codons). More complex

partitioning schemes (e.g. by locus) could not be evalu-

ated as they failed to reach stationarity even after very

long runs (10 million generations). All analyses were
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performed without fossils, as their inclusion caused

analyses to fail to reach stationarity even after extremely

long runs (as noted by Asher, 2007). The indels were

analysed using the restriction site model (Ronquist et al.,

2005; Asher, 2007) and morphology using the standard

stochastic model. Branch lengths were allowed to vary

according to a rate scalar across the five nucleotide

partitions, and fully unlinked across the remaining

partitions. AIC tests selected the GTRig model for the

nucleotide partitions, whereas Bayes factors indicated

that the gamma parameter (rate variability) was required

for the morphological, but not indel, partitions. Scoring

bias (against invariant characters) was accommodated

using the ‘coding=noabsence’ and ‘coding=variable’

commands for the indel and morphological datasets

respectively. Two independent MCMC analyses were

used, each with 10 chains and 6 million generations,

sampling every 1000 generations. Stationarity was

reached well before the burn-in of 3 million generations,

as indicated (Ronquist et al., 2005) by low (< 0.01) split

frequencies across runs, with potential scale reduction

factors for all parameters approaching 1 (< 1.01). The

MrBayes data file with relevant commands is given in

Appendix S2.

Partitioned Bayesian support for each dataset for each

node cannot yet be calculated as MrBayes 3.1.2 does not

implement reverse constraints, and even if possible (as

planned for the forthcoming MrBayes 3.2), would not be

feasible for the current datasets due to excessive compu-

tation time. Partitioned likelihood support (Lee & Hugall,

2003) also could not be performed as current likelihood

programs (e.g. PAUPPAUP*, Garli) do not accommodate mor-

phology or indel data, and again (even if possible) would

be unfeasibly slow.

Results

Parsimony analyses

Phylogenetic relationships
The optimal (shortest) trees retrieved were identical to

those in Asher et al. (2008). Branch support and

bootstrap values for clades of extant (living) taxa are

shown in Figs 1 and 2. When all characters, and extant

and extinct taxa, were analysed, the four shortest trees

[length (L) = 47 670, consistency index (CI) = 0.5] all

had the same arrangement of living taxa (Fig. 1; see also

Fig. S1). This was largely consistent with many well-

supported placental mammal groupings (e.g. Xenarthra,

Laurasiatheria, Euarchontoglires) but had an unortho-

dox rooting within Afrotheria, with Echinops being sister

to all other ingroup taxa (Fig. 1). Interestingly, this

rooting did not appear on the bootstrap consensus tree.

When the analysis was repeated with extinct taxa

deleted, the resultant shortest tree (L = 47 503,

CI = 0.5) preserved identical relationships among extant

taxa. Again, the unorthodox rooting within Afrotheria

did not appear on the bootstrap consensus tree. Analysis

of the molecular (including indel) data alone retrieved

largely the same unrooted network, but with an even

Fig. 1 Phylogenetic relationships among

extant (living) placental mammals found in

analyses combining all molecular data (third

codons included) and morphological data.

This same topology for extant (i.e. living)

taxa was found in analyses including all

(extant and extinct) taxa, and only extant

taxa. Large (bold) font numbers refer to

clades in Figs 3 and 4. Small font numbers

refer to bootstrap support in analysis with all

taxa ⁄ extant taxa only ⁄ molecular data only;

dash indicates a particular clade was not

found in majority-rule bootstrap consensus

tree for the relevant analysis. A single small

font number (e.g. 100) indicates the same

result was found in all three analyses. Dots

indicate clades found in Bayesian analyses

(Fig. 7). For position of fossil taxa, see also

Fig. S1.
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more unorthodox rooting within rodents (see Asher,

2007).

The combined morphology and molecular data, when

third codon positions were deleted, produced eight trees

(L = 26 716, CI = 0.54) with largely the same clades of

extant taxa as previously retrieved (Fig. 2; see also

Fig. S1B), but with a more orthodox rooting (between

xenarthrans and all other placentals; e.g. Kriegs et al.,

2006) resulting in a monophyletic Afrotheria. Fossil taxa

again had very minor influence: when they were

excluded, the resultant tree (L = 26 548, CI = 0.54) had

a minor rearrangement within living Afrotheria, with all

other extant groupings remaining unchanged. Analysis

of the molecular (including indel) data alone retrieved an

almost identical tree, with only minor differences within

Afrotheria.

The combined-data trees (with and without third

codons, and with and without fossil taxa) are very

similar to each other and highly consistent with trees

found in other recent comprehensive studies, including

model-based analyses of exclusively molecular data

(Springer et al., 2004; Kriegs et al., 2006; Asher, 2007;

Nikolaev et al., 2007; Wildman et al., 2007). They are also

highly consistent with the Bayesian analyses here, which

retrieved very similar trees using either the molecular

data alone or using the combined data (see below). The

position of Echinops as basal to all other placentals rather

than nested within Afrotheria in the ‘all data’ trees

results in disagreement within Afrotheria between the

present phylogeny and many model-based molecular

phylogenies (and other combined parsimony analyses;

Seiffert, 2007); however, exclusion of third codons

largely removes this disagreement. The general congru-

ence across data and methods suggests reasonable con-

fidence in these topologies, making them suitable

benchmarks for evaluating the contribution of morphol-

ogy and other datasets to clade support. Notably, the

results below hold qualitatively whether one uses the ‘all

data’ tree and analyses (with an unusual rooting within

Afrotheria) and ‘thirds deleted’ tree and analyses (with a

rooting between Xenarthra and Epitheria, and a mono-

phyletic Afrotheria).

Partitioned branch support and hidden branch support
There were high levels of HS in the analysis, from all

datasets. Notably, many datasets (including most

nuclear loci when analysed individually) contradicted

the combined-data phylogeny when analysed in isola-

tion, but boosted support for this phylogeny when

analysed in combination with the rest of the data.

Inclusion or exclusion of third codon positions, and

inclusion or exclusion of fossil taxa, did not qualita-

tively change the behaviour of PBS and HS. The

following discussion therefore focuses on the most

complete analysis (third codons included and fossil taxa

included; Figs 3 and 4, upper figure in each cell); the

results for the other three analyses are qualitatively

similar (Figs 3 to 6).

When all characters and fossil taxa are included, and a

combined analysis is performed with the data partitioned

into mtDNA, nuclear exon, nuclear intron, indels and

morphology, the bulk of the support for the phylogeny

comes from the combined nuclear exon dataset (Fig. 3).

Branch support from all datasets (over all nodes) totals

Fig. 2 Phylogenetic relationships among

extant (living) placental mammals found in

phylogenetic analyses combining molecular

data (minus third codons) and morphological

data. This topology for extant taxa was found

in the analysis including all (extant and

extinct) taxa; the analysis including only

extant taxa retrieved all clades except for

clade 4. Large (bold) font numbers refer to

clades in Figs 5 and 6. Small font numbers

refer to bootstrap support in analysis with all

taxa ⁄ extant taxa only ⁄ molecular data only;

dash indicates a particular clade was not

found in majority-rule bootstrap consensus

tree for the relevant analysis. A single small

font number indicates the same result was

found in all three analyses. Dots indicate

clades found in Bayesian analyses (Fig. 7).
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2923 with the nuclear exon partition contributing a total

PBS of 1887. However, nuclear introns (total PBS = 625),

indels (41) and morphology (449) also contribute strong

overall support, with only the mtDNA ()79) being in

overall conflict. When these numbers are divided by the

number of parsimony-informative characters in each

data partition, to give average branch support per

(informative) character, the figures are: overall +0.36,

morphology +2.37, indels +0.55, mtDNA )0.15, nuclear

exons +0.29 and nuclear introns +0.87. These numbers

and ratios vary across the different analyses (including or

excluding third codons and extinct taxa), but the same

general patttern is consistent. It is notable that the

nuclear intron, indel and morphology datasets show very

high levels of hidden support (HS). For instance, when

analysed alone, the morphological dataset contradicts

most clades in the phylogeny (BSsep values are negative

for most clades, and total BSsep = )277). But in a

combined analysis, the morphology adds support for

most nodes (36 ⁄ 37 PBS values are positive, and total

PBS = +449; HS is therefore 726). This dramatic differ-

ence is explained in the discussion.

Interestingly, even though the combined nuclear exon

(1887) and combined nuclear intron (625) datasets each

contribute high levels of support, much of this is due to

HS that only emerges when all the nuclear exons, or all

the nuclear introns, are combined (and idiosyncratic

behaviour of each locus is therefore ‘averaged out’ to

improve phylogenetic signal). When the six well-sam-

pled nuclear loci (4 exons and 2 introns) are analysed

simultaneously with all other data, they contribute

substantial branch support (497), but when analysed in

isolation, they offer little net support (24) (Fig. 4).

Considered in isolation, two loci strongly contradict the

phylogeny (total BSsep of adrb2 = )96 and bdnf = )34),

one locus very weakly contradicts the phylogeny

(adora3 = )1), one locus offers very weak net support

(app = 13) and two loci offer strong support (atp7a = 62,

plcb4 = 80). However, all six loci offer much stronger

support for the phylogeny when analysed in combina-

tion with the rest of the full dataset: five of the six loci

have greatly increased (and high positive) PBS values,

and the ‘worst’ locus is now nearly neutral

instead of strong conflicting (adrb2: PBS = )7, up from

BSsep = )96).

Model-based (Bayesian) analyses

The Bayesian analyses, with all data and with molecules

only, returned almost identical topologies, with posteri-

ors of 1.0 for nearly all clades. The sole topological

difference between these two Bayesian analyses con-

sisted of rearrangement around a single node within

Afrotheria (Fig. 7 and caption). The Bayesian trees were

highly consistent with both the All-Data MP tree, and the

Thirds-Deleted MP tree, in nearly all clades (Figs 1 and 2;

concordant clades indicated by dots). They are also highly

consistent with the Bayesian trees of Asher (2007),

which used a simpler (three-way) partitioning scheme.

The only difference concerns relationships within Laur-

asiatheria: here, a more orthodox arrangement is

retrieved, with bats and carnivorans excluded from a

monophyletic Cetartiodactyla (e.g. Springer et al., 2004).

Discussion

This evaluation of a comprehensive morphological data-

set for placental mammals (Asher, 2007) reveals that it

contains surprisingly strong support for the molecular

tree, but only when analysed with molecular data. When

analysed in isolation, morphology fails to retrieve high-

level placental mammal clades recently established using

largely molecular data (e.g. see Springer et al., 2008).

Morphology instead strongly supports many conflicting

clades, resulting in high incongruence that is reflected in

a large overall negative BSsep ()277; Fig. 3). However,

when combined with molecular data, morphology

behaves very differently, and strongly boosts support

for nearly every clade. Notably, the morphological

dataset is not the only dataset exhibiting such behaviour.

When analysed in isolation, the indel, nuclear BDNF and

nuclear adora3 datasets also fail to retrieve most clades in

the ‘combined data tree’ (Fig. 1); thus, for each dataset,

BSsep is negative for most clades and negative overall

(Figs 4 and 5). But it does not follow that these datasets

lack (or contain misleading) phylogenetic signal. When

analysed in combination with all other datasets, each of

these datasets bolsters support for the combined-data

phylogeny: each dataset increases branch support for

most clades (PBS is positive for most clades and positive

overall). This is most extreme for the morphological data,

Fig. 3 Phylogenetic utility of mtDNA, nuclear exons, nuclear introns, indels and morphology, in analyses incorporating all molecular

(including 3rd codons) and morphological data. Clades are shown in the left column and are numbered as in Fig 1. For each clade support

found in analyses with all taxa are shown in the upper row, support found in analyses excluding extinct taxa are shown in the lower row. For

each data partition, left column (highlighted in blue online) shows Partitioned Branch Support (i.e. phylogenetic signal a data partition

provides when analysed with all other data); centre column (highlighted in pink online) shows Branch Support in a separate analysis (i.e.

phylogenetic signal a data partition provides when analysed in isolation); right column (highlighted in yellow online)shows Hidden Support

(i.e. additional support that emerges in the combined analysis). Note that morphology (the Morph data partition) offers positive support for

nearly all nodes when combined with the molecular data (left/blue column), but contradicts most nodes when analysed in isolation (centre/

pink column), and thus has a high amount of hidden support (right/yellow column). Totals (summed over partitions) for each clade are shown

in the rightmost three columns; totals (summed over clades) for each data partition are shown in the bottom rows.
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which contradicts most nodes when analysed in isola-

tion, but supports nearly all nodes when analysed in

combination. Similar results are obtained whether third

codon positions, and fossil taxa, are included or excluded.

The reasons for the radically different behaviour of

datasets in isolation and in combination have been

much discussed (e.g. Kluge, 1989; Barrett et al., 1991;

Bull et al., 1993; Gatesy et al., 1999, 2003; Wiens, 2004;
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Gatesy & Baker, 2005; Wahlberg et al., 2005; Springer

et al., 2008; Lee, 2009). There is a widespread view that

synergism should occur when datasets are combined:

idiosyncratic homoplasy in independent datasets will

cancel out, but shared historical signal will amplify.

This is reflected here by the combined analysis reveal-

ing much HS from all datasets, a pattern commonly

observed (see previous references). In the four analyses

here, between 25% and 44% of branch support

emerges due to the interaction of the five primary

data partitions (mtDNA, nuclear exons, introns, indel

and morphology).

Fig. 4 Phylogenetic utility of six well-sampled nuclear loci in analyses incorporating all molecular (including third codons) and morphological

data. Clades are shown in the left column and are numbered as in Fig. 1. The loci include four exons (adora3, adrb2, atp7a, bdnf) and

two introns (app, plcb4). Information in rows and columns is structured as in Fig. 3; see that caption for details.
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Fig. 5 Phylogenetic utility of mtDNA, nuclear exons, nuclear introns, indels and morphology, in analyses incorporating molecular data

(excluding third codons) and morphological data. Clades are shown in the left column and are numbered as in Fig. 2. Information in rows and

columns is structured as in Fig. 3; see that caption for details.
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A specific example will focus on the morphological

evidence for Euarchontoglires (rodents, lagomorphs,

tree-shrews, colugos and primates), a clade supported

by multiple diverse molecular datasets (e.g. Murphy

et al., 2001; Springer et al., 2004; Kriegs et al., 2006;

Bininda-Emonds et al., 2007) and the combined analyses

here (Figs 1 and 2, clade 33). Analysis of the current

morphological dataset in isolation, with or without fossil

taxa, fails to retrieve Euarchontoglires: colugos group

with bats due to shared traits partly connected with

aerial locomotion, while tree-shrews group with

other insectivorans, rodents and lagomorphs due partly

to shared similarities in the vertebrae and lower limbs.

This is consistent with a similar result from another

morphological dataset (Springer et al., 2007). Thus, con-

sidered in isolation, morphology strongly contradicts

Fig. 6 Phylogenetic utility of six well-sampled nuclear loci in analyses incorporating molecular data (excluding third codons) and morphological

data. Clades are shown in the left column and are numbered as in Fig. 2. The loci include four exons (adora3, adrb2, atp7a, bdnf) and two

introns (app, plcb4). Information in rows and columns is structured as in Fig. 3; see that caption for details.
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Euarchontoglires (BSsep = )11). However, in the com-

bined analysis, the bulk of the data (mainly molecular)

firmly rejects the colugo-bat and insectivore-glires group-

ings. Morphology is largely constrained by the weight of

other data to arbitrate between the best combined-data

tree (which contains Euarchontoglires; Fig. 1), and the

best combined-data tree which breaks up Euarchontogl-

ires (Fig. 8); the latter has a paraphyletic Euarchontogl-

ires, placing rodents basal to all other placentals. That

tree is retrieved in the molecules-only (parsimony)

analysis (see Asher, 2007) and is probably driven by

unusual molecular evolution in rodents (e.g. Springer

et al., 2008). In a combined analysis, therefore, morphol-

ogy is constrained to arbitrate only the two best trees

generated by the combined data (monophyletic vs.

paraphyletic Euarchontoglires), and strongly supports

first tree over the second, thus increasing branch support

for Euarchontoglires (PBS = +19). The fact that morphol-

ogy acting alone prefers a totally different tree (with a

highly polyphyletic Euarchontoglires) is no longer rele-

vant in the context of a combined analysis, where this

idiosyncratic morphology-only topology is excluded from

consideration by the molecular influence in the combined

data. Thus, beneath the evident widespread homoplasy,

there is a deep signal in the morphological data that is

congruent with, and boosts support for, the molecular tree.

The results also highlight the dangers of generalizing

about the phylogenetic utility of classes of data, when

there can be heterogeneity within these perceived

classes. Morphology has been suggested to be of limited

phylogenetic utility in general (e.g. Scotland et al., 2003),

and in mammals in particular (Graur, 1993; Kangas et al.,

2004; Springer et al., 2007, 2008), based on failure to

retrieve trees generated from large molecular datasets,

and ⁄ or high incongruence with molecular data. How-

ever, in terms of topological similarity, morphology is no
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Fig. 7 Bayesian majority-rule consensus

tree for living placental mammals: topology

shown is retrieved using the combined

morphological and molecular data, the

topology retrieved using only the molecular

(including indel) data is identical except for a

Loxondonta ⁄ Procavia clade (PP = 0.93). For

nearly all clades, posterior probabilities are

1.0 in both analyses. For clades with lower

support in one or both analyses, the poste-

riors are listed in this order: combined

data ⁄ molecules only.
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Fig. 8 The shortest tree violating Euarchontoglire monophyly, in the context of a phylogenetic analyses of all data (molecular and

morphological), and all taxa (extant and extinct). Note the basal position of rodents, largely due to information in the molecular partitions. The

best tree in this analysis (which retrieves Euarchontoglire monophyly) is shown in Fig. 1. For ease of comparison with Fig. 1, only relationships

among extant taxa are shown (i.e. extinct taxa have been pruned). Morphology strongly supports the phylogeny in Fig. 1 over the phylogeny

in this figure (see Fig. 3, clade 33), thus boosting support for Euarchontoglire monophyly in combined analyses.
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worse than many individual molecular partitions: when

analysed in isolation, the mtDNA (Fig. 3) and three of the

six well-sampled nuclear loci (Fig. 4) each fail to retrieve

most nodes in the combined data phylogeny. In terms of

incongruence, two of the nuclear loci have high overall

negative branch support (BSsep) values (adrb2 = )96,

bdnf = )34). This is still much less than the morpholog-

ical incongruence ()277), supporting previous observa-

tions (e.g. Springer et al., 2008). Nevertheless, based on

either topology or incongruence, some molecular loci

would likely be rejected as phylogenetically uninforma-

tive. Yet, these molecular datasets generally contribute

much positive phylogenetic signal when combined with

the rest of the data (e.g. Springer et al., 2008). Morphol-

ogy is merely a more extreme example of this pattern.

Finally, even if one wishes to use the problematic

approach of assessing phylogenetic utility based on

topological similarity or congruence, it is difficult to

rigorously apply this criterion (Kluge, 1989). If all the

nuclear exons are treated as a single combined partition,

then this dataset would retrieve most clades in the

combined-data trees and has an overall positive BSsep

(Fig. 3), suggesting phylogenetic informativeness. But if

the nuclear exons are partitioned and analysed as

individual loci, many (e.g. bdnf, adrb2, adora3) fail to

retrieve most clades in the combined-data trees and also

have an overall negative BSsep (Fig. 4); these loci would

be rejected as phylogenetically uninformative. The pre-

sumed utility of the nuclear bdnf locus (for instance)

therefore depends entirely on whether it is treated as part

of a larger character set, or by itself.

Although the general pattern is highly stable across

analyses, there are substantial variations in the exact

values of PBS and HS, depending on the inclusion of

fossil taxa and third codons. For instance, there is strong

hidden conflict (negative HS) in the nuclear exon

partition when third codons and fossil taxa are included

(HS = )311; Fig. 3), but this situation is reversed when

third codons and fossil taxa are excluded (HS = +180;

Fig. 5). Much of this pattern can be attributed to taxa (in

this case, rodents) that shift across several nodes with

little change in tree length; such taxa determine support

across several branches simultaneously, and thus greatly

affect the total amount of branch support, PBS and HS

(linked branch support: Gatesy, 2000). In the analysis

including third codons and fossil taxa, a tree only three

steps longer than the optimal tree (Fig. 1) places two

rodents (Mus, Rattus) as a basal to all other placentals

(Fig. 8). These two are the relevant trees for computing

support for several nodes in Fig. 1, namely 27 (Roden-

tia), 29 (Glires), 33 (Euarchontoglires), 34 (Boreotheria),

36 and 37: all these nodes accordingly have linked (and

identical) PBS values. The nuclear exon data strongly

favour the tree in Fig. 8 when third codons positions are

included, leading to large negative PBS values at all of the

linked nodes (PBS = )22; Fig. 3). When third codons are

deleted, the nuclear exon data no longer favour a basal

position of rodents, the negative PBS disappears at all

these linked nodes and the nuclear exon data instead

contribute positive PBS to Rodentia, Glires, Euarchonto-

glires and Boreotheria (Fig. 6).

The bootstrap results generally reveal a positive influ-

ence for morphological data, with support for certain

clades falling if morphology is excluded: Euarchontogl-

ires, Glires, Rodentia, Cetartiodactyla + Perissodactyla

(Figs 1 and 2). However, the contribution of morphology

is less obvious because bootstrap frequencies for many

clades remain at the maximum 100%, despite support

being reduced after the removal of morphology. No

pattern is evident in the Bayesian analysis as nearly

all clades have posterior probabilities of 1.0, whether

morphology is included or excluded (Fig. 3).

The above results do not contradict studies demon-

strating that osteology (and presumably morphology)

alone will often be unable to accurately resolve affinities,

especially when molecular data are missing for entire

supraordinal clades (e.g. Springer et al., 2007). However,

even small suites of morphological characters can per-

form well in the context of a well-sampled molecular

backbone (e.g. Asher & Hofreiter, 2006). This is consis-

tent with the inituitive expectation that morphology

will more accurately place a particular taxon if a close

relative (sharing many morphological synapomorphies)

is already robustly resolved based on extensive molecular

data (see Wiens, 2009). Finally, although many supraor-

dinal clades cannot be retrieved if constituent taxa are

scored only for morphology (Springer et al., 2007), the

same analyses have not been performed for each molec-

ular locus. Thus, it has not yet been confirmed that the

molecular loci perform better than morphology in such

analyses. The higher congruence of the genetic partitions

with the preferred tree leads to such an expectation

(Springer et al., 2008), but direct analysis is still required.

Given the recency of a well-resolved placental mam-

mal tree, research on the morphological evidence for

novel clades is only beginning (e.g. Asher et al., 2009).

Yet, new anatomical features have already been identi-

fied as potential synapomorphies for many clades

(Tabuce et al., 2008); notable examples include striking

aquatic adaptations shared by whales and hippos (Gatesy

et al., 1999), and patterns of tooth eruption (Asher &

Lehmann, 2008), vertebral counts (Sánchez-Villagra

et al., 2007; Seiffert, 2007), tooth cusp and reproductive

anatomy (Seiffert, 2007) in afrotherians. In addition,

certain morphological characters here optimize as novel

synapomorphies of clades recently corroborated by

molecular data, e.g. absence of an exposed lacrimal

foramen in Whippomorpha (Asher, 2007; character 71),

and anterior opening of the alisphenoid canal in Laur-

asiatheria (Asher, 2007; character 31). Although these

synapomorphies occur in a few taxa outside these

respective clades, those taxa are clearly distantly related

based on the combined molecular and morphological

evidence. Thus, in the combined analyses, these mor-
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phological characters boost support for Whippomorpha

and Laurasiatheria. Indeed, most nucleotide substitutions

that corroborate higher clades are similarly homoplas-

ious. Identification of new morphological characters, and

reciprocal illumination between ‘older’ characters and

molecular data, contradicts the suggestion that morphol-

ogy is largely uninformative or misleading at supraordi-

nal levels. Morphological datasets are undoubtedly

riddled with homoplasy, and separating signal from noise

can be difficult (Graur, 1993; Kangas et al., 2004; Wortley

& Scotland, 2006; Springer et al., 2007). However, the

same applies to molecular sequence datasets (Kriegs

et al., 2006; Willerslev et al., 2009): noise can swamp

signal even in datasets containing dozens of genes (e.g.

see Phillips et al., 2004; Rheede et al., 2006; Regier et al.,

2008). Yet molecular sequences rightly remain funda-

mental to modern phylogenetics.

The current analysis strongly demonstrates the

continuing relevance of morphology in placental mam-

mal phylogeny. Previous studies (Graur, 1993; Springer

et al., 2008) have shown that morphology is highly

incongruent with molecular data, thus concluding that

morphological data are of limited utility. The current

analysis simultaneously supports their results, but con-

tradicts their main conclusions. Morphological data that

appear phylogenetically uninformative when analysed

alone becomes highly informative when combined with

molecular data, when it arbitrates (generally correctly)

between plausible molecular trees. Although one should

be wary of extrapolating from one dataset for one clade

(see Asher et al., 2008; Springer et al., 2008), broader

surveys have suggested that morphology generally

increases either support (e.g. Baker & Gatesy, 2002) or

resolution (e.g. Wortley & Scotland, 2006). The molec-

ular results for mammals have also guided the successful

search for novel new phylogenetically informative

characters that are highly congruent with the molecular

signal, which can help resolve the affinities of extinct

and extant taxa. Perhaps even more importantly, these

positive results from morphology also increase our

confidence in the molecular tree itself (Jenner, 2004;

Wiens, 2004). Trees based on even genome-scale data-

sets can be incorrect and should not be uncritically

accepted if incongruent with diverse lines of evidence

(e.g. Regier et al., 2008). The possibility of genome-wide

biases (e.g. rate heterogeneity causing rodents to be

misplaced; Springer et al., 2008) emphasizes the need

for corroboration from independent data such as mor-

phology. If the emerging molecular tree of placental

mammals correctly reflects evolutionary history, this

history should be tracked by at least some characters

from other phylogenetic datasets (although these char-

acters might be overwhelmed by noise in those same

datasets). Recognition of a hidden signal in existing

morphological data congruent with the molecular sig-

nal, and discovery of additional congruent morpholog-

ical traits, therefore greatly increases confidence in the

emerging tree of placental mammals driven largely by

molecular sequence data.
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